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The Rice Demo - Carbon Dioxide Facts Video: Transcript & References 
 
Welcome. 
 
Carbon dioxide, CO2! *Less than zero point zero four percent of Earth’s air. In 
every 85,800 molecules of air shown here as rice grains, just 33 are carbon dioxide. 
*See references below 
 

 

Of these 33 CO2 molecules - 32 are from 
Nature. 
 
Carbon dioxide from human activity (that’s 
farming, transport, mining and industry) is 
only 3% of Earth’s annual CO2 production. 
 
85800 molecules of air, 32 molecules of CO2 
from Nature and 1 from us. 
 
32 essential for life, one supposedly causing 
catastrophic global warming? No it’s not. 
 

The truth is CO2 is essential for all life on Earth - crops, forests, food, humans and 
animals.  
 
It is resident in the atmosphere for as little as 4 or five years before being recycled 
into plants, soil, rocks and oceans. 4 years, not 100 or even 1,000 as you’re being 
told.  
 
But wait, it’s crazier. Of this tiny amount of human made CO2 (one rice grain) 
Aussies make just 1.5%. 
 
Australian CO2 is 1 molecule in every 5.7 million molecules of air. The government 
& the Greens have stated their tax is designed to reduce our CO2 production from 1 
molecule in every 5.7 million molecules of air to 1 molecule in every 6 million 
molecules of air. For that they’re introducing a Carbon Dioxide Tax, designed to 
cost you 72 billion dollars in the first 5 years. 
 
Measurements cited by the government themselves reveal temperature changes 
precede changes in CO2 levels. Temperature sets CO2 levels. CO2 does not 
determine the temperature. 
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Variation alone in Nature’s CO2 production is estimated at four times the TOTAL 
human production.  
 
Nature alone determines CO2 levels. Not humans. 
 
The sole supposed ‘Expert Adviser’ on climate science to the Multi Party Climate 
Change Committee is Professor Will Steffen.  
 
He’s paid by the Department of Climate Change. He recently made public 
admissions.** 
**See references below 
 
Based on his own words it seems clear that he misled the government-Greens 
committee that recommended the tax to parliament. 
 
The Carbon Dioxide Tax contradicts science and Nature. It’s based on 
misrepresentations, corruption, fraud and lies.  
 
It ignores the wishes of the people. Your wishes.  
 
Axe the Tax. 

 
Many references available at the following links: 
* Carbon Dioxide 
 
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/science_futility.php 
Pages 1-4 of http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/freedom1-CO2.pdf 
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/malcolm3script.pdf 
 
** Will Steffen’s comments together with observations on and quotes from 
prominent alarmist academics misrepresenting climate and science: 
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/Steffen_transcript_highlighted.pdf 
http://Tome22.info/Top/Articles.html 
http://Tome22.info/Top/AnnotatedDocuments.html 
http://Tome22.info/  
 
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/political_scam_exposed.php 
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/freedom_exposing.pdf 
 
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/scientific_untruths.php 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCPWKI_H6SM 

http://www.galileomovement.com.au/science_futility.php
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/freedom1-CO2.pdf
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/malcolm3script.pdf
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/Steffen_transcript_highlighted.pdf
http://tome22.info/Top/Articles.html
http://tome22.info/Top/AnnotatedDocuments.html
http://tome22.info/
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/political_scam_exposed.php
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/freedom_exposing.pdf
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/scientific_untruths.php
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCPWKI_H6SM
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http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/malcolm2script.pdf 
 
http://fairdinkumradio.com/?q=climate_podcasts 

http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/malcolm2script.pdf
http://fairdinkumradio.com/?q=climate_podcasts

